The applications of data augmentation in natural language processing have been limited. In this paper, we propose a novel method named Hierarchical Data Augmentation (HDA) which applied for text classification. Firstly, inspired by the hierarchical structure of texts, as words form a sentence and sentences form a document, HDA implements a hierarchical data augmentation strategy by augmenting texts at word-level and sentence level respectively. Secondly, inspired by the cropping, a popular method of data augmentation in computer vision, at each augmenting level, HDA utilizes attention mechanism to distill (crop) important contents from texts hierarchically as summaries of texts. Specifically, we use a trained Hierarchical Attention Networks (HAN) model to obtain attention values of all documents in training sets at both levels respectively, which are further used to extract the most important part of words/sentences and generate new samples by concatenating them in order. Then we gain two levels of augmented datasets, WordSet and SentSet. Finally, extending training set with certain amount of HDA-generated samples and we evaluate models' performance with new training set. The results reveal HDA can generate massive and high-quality augmented samples at both levels, and models using these samples can obtain significant improvements. Compared with the existing methods, HDA enjoys the simplicity both on theory and implementation, and it can augment texts at two levels for the diversity of data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, with the prosperity of deep learning, tremendous successes have been witnessed in many areas such as computer vision [1] , speech recognition [2] , and natural language processing (NLP) [3] . Typically, the quantity and quality of training data are of great significance to the generalization performance of models in deep learning [4] . Overfitting and high generalization error are prone to arise under insufficient training data [5] , [6] . However, preparing a large-scale labeled dataset is time-consuming and laborious [7] , [8] . Consequently, there is a surge of research in data augmentation.
Data augmentation aims at creating additional data by generating variants of existing data through transformations [4] , [10] . It has got successful applications in computer The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Arianna Dulizia . vision such as deep generative model [11] , Variational Autoencoders [12] , GANs [13] . Nevertheless, data augmentation is widely acknowledged to be difficultly applied to natural language processing [14] . A main reason comes from the discrete nature of text due to the limited size of vocabulary of a language, the resulting non-differentiability hinders the applications of plenty of technologies proven to be very effective in computer vision [15] ; Another important reason is that the poor anti-interference ability of texts, as small perturbations on texts may completely change the meaning [6] , [10] . E.g., if we delete word never from I never like apple, the sentiment of this sentence will be completely changed (from negative to positive). Currently, although there are various kinds of techniques proposed for the applications of data augmentation in NLP, universal methods have not been explored [16] . Traditional methods include synonym replacement (SR) [6] , [17] , Back-translation [18] , and taskspecific heuristic rules [19] .
In view of this, we firstly propose a simple but powerful data augmentation technique called Hierarchical Data Augmentation (HDA), which features with augmenting texts via distilling their essential contents at sentence-level and word-level with attention mechanism [21] , [22] respectively. The motivation of our work originates from the following two aspects: Firstly, texts naturally has a hierarchical structure [20] , as words form a sentence and sentences form a document, thus it is reasonable to augment texts at word level and sentence-level respectively for the diversity of data; Secondly, inspired by the cropping [25] , a popular data augmentation method for Computer Version which generates new samples by randomly cropping the informative part of content from the original images [26] , at each augmenting level, HDA generates new samples by extracting (cropping) a part of important contents from texts with attention mechanism. Considering that either for images or texts [20] , [22] , different parts are different important to the whole, and attention mechanism can effectively measure the importance of parts with regard to the whole. Thus we can use it to extract the important words/sentences from texts to generate new samples. And since HDA-generated samples keep the most important part of the original samples, thus can preserve the labels unchanged.
Generally, HDA consists of two levels of hierarchical attention-based augmentation components, sentence-level attention augmentation (SentAtt) and word-level attention augmentation (WordAtt). Specifically, on the basis of the work of Hierarchical Attention Networks (HAN) [20] , we firstly train a HAN model with training set, and use its sentence-level attention mechanism to obtain the sentencelevel attention values for each sample in the training set. Then we extract the top T s percent of the most important sentences from samples according to attention values, and generate a new sample by concatenating these sentences in order. And performing SentAtt over the whole training set, a sentence-level augmented dataset, SentSet can be obtained. Analogously, we use HAN's word-level attention mechanism to obtain the word attention values for every sentence in all samples. Then we randomly delete 50% of words belonging to the top T w percent of the most unimportant of words for long sentences in a sample and keep the rest sentences unchanged, in this way we obtain an augmented sample. Via performing WordAtt over the whole training set, another new augmented dataset named WordSet can be produced as well. Moreover, in order to make full use of the hierarchical information of HAN, a hierarchical dataset named HybridSet is further generated by randomly extracting equal number of samples from SentSet and WordSet. Finally, we extend original training set with certain numbers of samples from WordSet, SentSet, and HybirdSet respectively, and we evaluate the performance of models with HDA-extended training set.
In this paper, we apply HDA for long-text classification task. In order to verify the generality of HDA, we choose two different HAN models as baseline models, i.e., vanilla HAN and its variant, Hierarchical Attentional Hybrid Neural Networks (HAHNN) [23] , and we evaluate models on two long-text datasets, IMDb and Yelp. The experimental results reveal that HDA is a promising technique as it 1) Compared with Easy Data Augmentation (EDA), HDA can not only augment texts much more faster, but also generate massive augmented samples; 2) HDA-generated samples are proven to be high-quality for training since the more samples added to the training set, the better models can perform.
To summarize, the contributions of our work lie in the following three points:
• Taking the hierarchical structure of texts into account, the proposed HDA firstly augments texts at word-level and sentence-level respectively, and previous work is mainly at single level.
• Based on attention mechanism, at each augmenting level, HDA generates new samples by extracting the most important part of the contents from texts, which can keep the labels unchanged.
• The results of our experiments denote that EDA degrades the performances of models on long-text datasets, which proves that EDA is not a satisfying data augmentation for text classification.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, a variety of data augmentation techniques have been explored for NLP. And synonym replacement (SR) [6] , [17] may be the one of the most simple and intuitive approaches among them to augment texts by randomly replacing words with one of their synonyms. However, Due to the number of synonyms of words is very limited, SR can not produce various data, and needs extra knowledge of a language, i.e., thesaurus. Different from [6] , [17] , Contextual Augmentation [5] (CA) replaces words with other words predicted by a language model (LM) according to the contexts, thus can offer a wider range of substitute words than SR. However, for implementing CA, one should first pretrain a LM on a very large corpus without label-conditional architecture, next the LM should be further trained with label-conditional architectures to predict substitute words and augment texts. Thus CA is quite a complex method for data augmentation. Proposed in [16] , Easy Data Augmentation (EDA) is an upgraded version of SR, which consists of four different sub-operations: synonym replacement, random insertion, random swap, and random deletion. Each operation randomly changes (adds, replaces, or deletes) few words in a sentence to generate a new one. And then, an augmented sample is produced by extending original sentence with four EDA-generated sentences. Obviously, EDA augments texts completely in a random way, which may lead to unreliable and uncontrolled data [15] . Besides, The EDAaugmented samples have severe information redundancy for nearly 5 times larger the amount of data compared to the original sample (shown in Fig. 2 ). Lastly, the above three methods can only augment texts at word-level. Featuring with augmenting the parallel training corpus with back-translations of target language sentences [24] , Back-translation [18] is another popular technique which can generate diverse phrases with keeping the semantics of the texts unchanged and thus shows great improvements for machine translation and question answering [4] , [16] . Nevertheless, Back-translation [18] is a very task-specific technique and can not be applied to other tasks in NLP like text classification.
Based on Variational Autoencoders and holistic discriminators, [15] proposed a text generative model named Vae+Dis to generate realistic sentences with controlled sentiments and tenses, whose attributes are controlled by learning disentangled latent representations with designated semantics. The results denote that Vae+Dis can outperform over previous generative models on the accuracy of generating specified attributes as well as performing classification tasks. However, this method can only augment texts at sentencelevel as well.
Different from all above methods, the most exciting advantage of our method is that with its two levels of hierarchical augmentation, HDA can augment texts both at word-level and sentence-level, thus HDA can generate massive and diverse data. Besides, based on the existing HAN models, HDA only introduces simple operations which extract the important sentences/words according to attention values, and is free of requiring any extra support like thesaurus. Moreover, HDA is very friendly for implementation, which is another significant advantage compared to above models.
III. BACKGROUND
In this section, we will describe the work of HAN and EDA. Here RD deletes two words from S, i.e., online and guides.
A. HAN
Texts naturally have a hierarchical structure, e.g., a sentence is formed by words, and similarly, a document is formed by sentences. As shown in Figure 1 , in order to capture the hierarchical information of texts, HAN designs a hierarchical structure which stacks two levels of modules to capture the information at word-level and sentence-level respectively. And each level of module consists of an encoder layer and an attention mechanism layer. Specially, we use bidirectional GRU [24] as encoder.
Given
The bidirectional GRU uses two GRUs to encode sentence in bidirectional directions: forward and backward. And the calculations of the forward and backward GRU can be formulated as follows:
The representation of W it can be obtained by concatenat-
, which summarizes the information of the whole sentence centered around W it .
Then HAN introduces word-level attention mechanism to quantify the importance of W it to the meaning of S i and aggregate the representation of those words to form a sentence vector s i , specially:
Concretely speaking, equation (3) denotes that firstly a hyperbolic tangent activate function is used to obtain a representation of h it , which is denoted as u it . W w and b w are the weight matrix and bias respectively. Then HAN measures the importance of a word as the similarity of u it with a word level context vector u w , and get a normalized importance weight α it (word-level attention value) via a softmax function (shown in equation (4)). And α it quantifies the importance of W it to sentence S i . After that, equation (5) computes the sentence vector s i as a weighted sum of the word representations based on the attention value α it . What's more, word context vector u w is randomly initialized and jointly learned during the training process.
Given the sentence vector s i , and the forward and backward hidden states of s i can be obtained as follows:
Then the annotation of s i can be denoted as
, which summarizes the information of sentence S i and its neighbor sentences. Similarly, HAN introduces sentencelevel attention mechanism to quantify the importance of the sentences to a document:
where v is the document vector which summarizes all the sentences in the document D and can be used as features for classification. W s and b s denote the weight matrix and bias. Equation (8) computes the representation of h i , which is denoted as u i , and equation (9) denotes the computation of sentence-level attention values. Equation (10) denotes the computation of v. Additionally, u s is a sentence-level context vector, which is also randomly initialized and jointly learned during the training processing. Moreover, the document vector v can be regarded as a high-level representation of the documents, which is rational to be used as features for classification. Hence, HAN uses a softmax layer which receives v as input to predict the probability distribution for classification as follows:
where p denotes the probability distribution predicted by HAN, W c and b c denote the weight matrix and bias.
Considering that HAHNN is a simple extension of HNN as it only introduces a CNN layer after word embedding, thus the introduction of HAHNN is omitted for simplicity.
represents the t th word in S. EDA augments S by performing four simple but independent sub operations as follows:
• Synonym Replacement (SR): Randomly choose n words from S which are not stop words, then replace each of them with any of its synonyms randomly and obtain a new sentence S SR .
• Random Insertion (RI): Randomly choose a word from S, and insert any of its synonyms to any position in S randomly. Repeat above operation n times and obtain a new sentence S RI .
• Random Swap (RS): Randomly choose 2 words from S and swap their positions. Repeat n times and obtain a new sentence S RS .
• Random Deletion (RD): Randomly delete each word from S with probability p and obtain a new sentence S RD .
Specially, in the above operations, n = αT , where α is a parameter that represents the changed percent of T words. And for RD, p = α. In other words, EDA varies the number of changed words according to the length of the sentence. And for those datasets sizing more than 5000 samples, EDA recommends that α = 0.1. Finally, S is extended with four augmented sentences and have S EDA = [S, S SR , S RI , S RS , S RD ]. The visualization of EDA is shown in Figure 2 .
Considering that all four sub operations only change small percent of T words in S, thus every sentence in S EDA shares high similarity with each other. Furthermore, there is severe information redundancy in EDA since it concatenates 5 highly similar sentences together and the amount of data grows nearly to 5 times compared to the original (shown in Fig. 2 ), which makes massive pressure both on model training and data storage, especially for long-text classification task.
In terms of long-text datasets, it is unwise to perform EDA over every sentence for documents in datasets. For instance,
And for 2 ≤ i ≤ L-1, the contextual information of S i changes from S i−1 and S i+1 to S i−1 RD and S i SR . Note that S i SR shares high similarity with S i , thus S i is followed by itself rather than the subsequent sentence S i+1 after EDA. Apparently, it is an unrealistic pattern which hardly appears in real texts (we hardly repeat a sentence twice in writing), whereas may be learnt by models as features and lead to overfitting. Considering that the contextual information is important to text classification, thus we can deduce that perform EDA over all the sentences in D will not only destroy the contextual information in documents but also significantly increase the amount of data (5 times larger than the original).
In view of this, we follow the recommendation of EDA and apply EDA for long-text datasets in the following way: Firstly we set α = 0.1, and for each document D in training set, we randomly choose a sentence S i (1≤ i ≤ L) and perform EDA over it, finally we replace
. . , S L ]. We perform EDA over chosen datasets and evaluate the performance of models with EDA-augmented training set. The results are listed in Table 3 . And we can easily observe that EDA degrades the performance of models on all four experiments compared to baselines, e.g., the performance of HAN with EDA decreases by 0.12% and 0.06% on IMDb and Yelp; And for HAHNN with EDA, the performance decreases by 0.16% and 0.09%. Note that EDA extends all the documents with four augmented sentences. In other words, a larger amount of data brings worse performance, which indicates that EDA is an unsatisfying data augmentation technique as it cannot generate high-quality data for training despite adding several sentences into documents. Considering the superiority on short-text datasets, the application of EDA is very limited.
IV. HDA
As mentioned before, for the propose of augmenting texts hierarchically, the proposed HDA has a hierarchical structure of attention-based augmentation, which consists of sentence-level attention augmentation (SentAtt) and wordlevel attention augmentation (WordAtt). And at each level, HDA augments texts with attention mechanism. Considering that either for texts or images, different parts are different informative, e.g., it is acknowledged that there are differentiations on words' contribution to the meaning of whole sentence. And attention mechanism can quantify (via attention values) the importance of words to a sentence, thus guide models to pay less or more attention to individual words when training. Because of its sensitivity to the information, HDA applies attention mechanism for data augmentation in text classification task, more specifically, to augment texts at word-level and sentence-level.
In order to perform HDA over datasets, we only need to train a HAN/HAHNN model with original training set, and then refeed models with original training set to obtain attention values on sentence-level and word-level for every document. Then new samples can be generated by extracting the most important part of sentences or words from documents according to attention values and concatenating them in order. The core of SentAtt and WordAtt is to highlight the most important (informative) contents of the texts by deleting the part of unimportant (uninformative) contents from texts, which is similar to noise reduction.
Specifically, assume that a document D = [S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S L ], L is the number of sentences in D, and S i (1≤ i ≤ L) represents the i th sentence in D. in S i . For SentAtt, we only perform it over the documents consisting of more than 10 sentences (i.e., L ≥ 10), and directly extract the most important top T s (T s is the threshold for SentAtt) percent sentences from each of those documents as well as concatenate them in order and finally generate an augmented document. Repeat above operation through all the training set and a sentence-level augmented set, SentSet, can be obtained.
As for WordAtt, we only perform it over the documents having at least one sentence which consisting of more than 10 words (i.e., T ≥ 10). And different from SentAtt, we do not directly extract the most important words according to the word-level attention values for those sentences. Instead, in order to add certain noise to enrich the diversity of data generated by WordAtt, taking inspiration from smoothness enforcing methods [4] , we randomly delete the words belonging to the most unimportant top T w (T w is the threshold for WordAtt) words with probability 50% and keep the rest sentences unchanged, thus small and unimportant perturbations (these words are unimportant to the meaning of the sentence, which can be treated as noise) can be introduced when performing WordAtt to enrich the diversity of data. In this way we obtain a word-level augmented document. Repeat above operation through all the training set and a word-level augmented set, WordSet can be obtained. The statistics of performing SentAtt/WordAtt over chosen datasets are listed in Table 1 . And the illustration of performing SentAtt, Wor-dAtt on a document ( Fig. 4 (a) ) is shown in Fig. 4 (b) , (c) respectively.
The above discussion denotes that HDA enjoys the simplicity both on theory and implementation. In order to have a deeper understanding of this point, we conduct a set of experiments to make a brief comparison on time complexity and augmenting effort when performing HDA and EDA on IMDb and Yelp. The results are listed in Table 1 . From Table 1 , we can learn that on both datasets, HDA can generate more samples with less time compared to EDA. For instance, on IMDb, HDA spends only 59s to generate 70437 samples in total, whereas EDA takes 195s to generate 45000 samples. In other words, HDA generates 56.5% more samples in merely 30% of time spent by EDA. And similar results can be observed in Yelp as well. Table 1 denotes that HDA is a simpler but more powerful method compared to EDA.
We further conduct a set of experiments to find which T s and T w are the optimal values for SentAtt and WordAtt. The statistics are denoted in Fig. 3 (a), (b) . Specially, for the propose of simplicity and convenience, here this set of experiments are conducted only on vanilla HAN with IMDb, and we fix to extend 10% of the training set with the samples randomly extracted from SentSet or WordSet respectively. And from Fig. 3 (a) , (b), we can easily find that T s = 50% and T w = 30% are the optimal values for SentAtt and WordAtt. Thus in all the following experiments, we set T s = 50% and T w = 30%.
What's more, we further generate another augmented set named HybridSet to make full use of hierarchical information of texts by randomly extracting equivalent number of samples from SentSet and WordSet. For instance, if we want to extend 10% of the training set with HybridSet, we just extend 5% of the training set with SentSet and WordSet respectively.
V. EXPERIEMNTS
We utilize two long-text datasets for experiments as follows:
• IMDb Reviews (IMDb): Obtained from [26] , IMDb contains 50000 labeled movie reviews which corresponds a binary sentiment classification (positive and negative).
• Yelp 2018 (Yelp): Yelp is obtained from Yelp Dataset Challenge in 2018 which consists of more than 1.5m samples which corresponds a 5-class classification (rating from 0-5 stars). Specially, following with HAHNN, we fix in 500k the evaluated size. In this paper, all the experiments are performed on a computer with NVIDIA RTX 2070 for GPU acceleration, Inter (R) Core (TM) i7-8700k CPU and 16G memory. And all the models are developed under the deep learning development framework of TensorFlow.
For model details, on both datasets, we use 90% of the data for training sets and the rest 10% for testing sets. The dimension of word embedding is 200, which is obtained by the FastText [27] . The hidden size of GRU is 50. For training details, we use the Adam optimizer [29] with shuffled minibatch. The learning rate and batch size are set to 0.001 and 128 respectively. For preprocessing details, we limit the number of sentences in all samples to 20, for those samples consisting of more than 20 sentences, we just keep the first 20 sentences, and for those samples consisting of less than 20 sentences, we add several ''empty'' sentences (each consists of 20 zeros) with zero-padding [30].
Besides. We limit the number of words for all the sentences to 50. Similarly, for those sentences consisting of more than 50 words, we just keep the first 50 words, and for those sentences consisting of less than 50 words, we add several ''words'' with zero-padding. Specially, for EDA-generated samples, considering that EDA will add another 4 sentences to original samples, thus in the end we adjust the limitation of sentences to 24 so as to keep the original sentences information consistent with HDA.
From Table 2 we can easily learn that HDA can generate massive augmented samples on both levels of augmentation, e.g., SentAtt can produce documents equal to 58.5% of IMDb and 28.5% of Yelp, and WordAtt can produce documents equal to 97.8% of IMDb and 97.9% of Yelp. In other words, WordAtt augments nearly all the training set, whereas Sen-tAtt only augments the longer documents in training set. We first randomly extract samples equivalent to 10% of training set from SentSet, WordSet and HybridSet respectively and extend training set with these samples. Then we evaluate the performance of models with extended training set. Results are listed in Table 3 . . The depth of red and yellow denote the importance of words to sentence and sentences to document respectively. Specially, here T s and T w are set to 50% and 30% respectively, and in order to better display the work of WordAtt, we explicitly use token ''#'' to mark the words being deleted in (c), and token ''#'' does not appear in WordSet actually.
From Table 3 , we can learn that despite extending only 10 % of original training set with the samples from SentSet, WordSet, and HybridSet, models can continuously show significant superiority over baselines with all the four experiments, i.e., HAN with SentSet, WordSet, and HybridSet obtain a gain of 0.31%,0.27%, and 0.21% on IMDb respectively. As for HAHNN, gain is 0.23%,0.31% and 0.41%. Moreover, on Yelp, HAN with SentSet, WordSet, and Hybrid-Set obtain a gain of 0.30%,0.40%, and 0.33% respectively. As for HAHNN, gain is 0.67%,0.72%, and 1.05% respectively.
As a result, we can conclude that firstly, HDA is a promising data augmentation technique as it can convincingly outperform baselines across all the experiments. With extending samples equals to 10% of the training set from SentSet, WordSet, and HybridSet, models can perform significantly better than baselines; However, EDA is an unsatisfying technique for its continuous degradation on performance in all the four experiments, which denotes that the EDA-generated data have adverse effect for training. What's more, although models perform better than baselines with the help of SentSet, WordSet, and HybridSet, we just cannot know the difference among SentSet, WordSet, and HybridSet from Table 3 . I.e., among four experiments, SentSet and WordSet win the first place once respectively, and HybridSet wins the first place twice. Thus, it is hard to deduce that which augmented dataset is the best based on the current statistics.
Considering that we haven't made full use of all the data produced by SentAtt and WordAtt at present, it is worthwhile to evaluate the performance of models with the increasing number of samples from SentSet, WordSet, and HybridSet added to training set. Hence, we further conduct a set of experiments by extending the percentage of training set with new samples from 0% to 50% with 5% as interval. Obviously, 0% means using original training set to train models without any help of HDA. The results are listed in Table 4 . Considering that HAHNN is a simple variant of vanilla HAN, thus this time we only perform experiments on vanilla HAN for simplicity and convenience.
From Table 4 , it is easy to observe that the size of datasets is crucial to the performance of the model. With the increase number of samples added to training set, HAN with SentSet, WordSet, and HybridSet perform continuously better and better. Specially, when at maximum percent, HAN obtain its optimal performance on all the six experiments. For instance, at 50%, HAN with SentSet, WordSet, and HybridSet can obtain another gain of 0.61%, 0.50%, and 0.9% compared to the performance at 10% on IMDb. As for Yelp, HAN can obtain another gain of 0.27%, 0.42%, and 0.52% at maximum percent. Learning from Table 4 , it is rational to summarize that HDA can produce massive and high-quality data as HDA-generated data can help to improve the performance of models consistently.
What's more, an interesting phenomenon can be observed that when at smaller percent (< 25%), HybridSet usually performs the worst among three HDA models, whereas at larger percent (≥ 25%), HybridSet consistently performs the best among the three datasets. Therefore, we can conclude that firstly, despite its simplicity, HDA can generate massive and high-quality documents to improve the performance of models; Secondly, HAN with HybridSet shows superiority when a large number of samples added to training set, which indicates that hierarchical information may need more data for models to capture.
VI. DISCUSSION
Previous work is creative but often complex. And as far as we are concerned, EDA may be the most similar method to our work for its simplicity both on theory and implementation. Based on the results of section IV and V, there are three major differences between HDA and EDA, which can be concluded as follows:
• HDA is a highly attention-based technique, whereas EDA is a highly randomization-based technique.
• The augmented data are treated as independent samples for HDA, whereas treated as attachments to the original data for EDA. As a result, HDA extends the size of datasets, and EDA extends the size of samples.
• HDA augments texts at word-level and sentence level respectively, whereas EDA merely augments texts on word-level. Hence HDA can make full use of the hierarchical structure of texts and guarantee the diversity of new data. The flaw of randomization-based mechanism is that it is prone to destroy the information of original data. Specifically, it strictly treats each word in sentence as equally important, regardless of semantic information and differentiations on each word's contribution to classification. What's more, due to the randomization-based mechanism, parameter α cannot be set to a large value since it may dramatically destroy the information of original data, whereas small value of α means high similarity between original data and EDA-generated data. To sum up, EDA is an unsatisfying technique since it is hard to produce high-quality data.
Compared with EDA, the proposed HDA has several advantages as follows:
• Avoid information redundancy by distilling the important information from texts HDA distills the essential information by extracting the most important words/sentences from texts with attention mechanism, rather than EDA repeatedly produces similar data by change few words in a sentence. Hence, HDA can be very suitable for long-text datasets, and be friendly to model training and data storage.
• Replace randomization-based mechanism with attention mechanism Based on attention mechanism, HDA can effectively detect the importance of words/sentences with regard to corresponding documents and selectively distilling important words/sentences to generate new data without changing the topic of documents. Moreover, HDA can also produce massive new data as it is very generic to documents (HDA can augment documents only with the request of having multiple sentences for SentAtt or long sentences for WordAtt). As a comparison, EDA is a highly randomization-based mechanism, and augments texts completely in a random way, which leads to unreliable and uncontrolled data.
• Simplicity On the basis of HAN models, HDA only adds a simple operation to extract sentences/words from documents to generate augmented documents using attention values. Thus it does not need to write extra complicated codes. What's more, HDA is also free of requiring any knowledge of a language such as thesaurus and reduces computation costs by a large margin. Hence, HDA can augment texts much faster than EDA.
Additionally, in order to have a more comprehensive understanding of HDA, we also make a broad comparison among HDA and several existing methods, which listed in Table 5 . Table 5 denotes that there are three advantages of HDA compared to the existing methods as follows:1) it can augment texts on two different levels; 2) Due to its simplicity on theory and implementation, HDA is easy for practice; 3) HDA does not need extra support.
Despite its advantages compared to the existing methods, the proposed HDA still has several flows as follows: 1) the SentAtt and WordAtt work independently with each other, thus HDA does not augment texts at both levels simultaneously; 2) the core of HDA is to summarize the information of texts at both levels via attention mechanism, thus it does not learn to create new data by LMs (Vae+Dis), instead it just condenses the information; 3) SentAtt is not applicable for short-text datasets since their samples mainly have only one sentence.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we firstly propose a novel data augmentation named HDA for text classification, which can augment texts hierarchically and generate new samples by distilling the most important contents from texts based on attention mechanism. Two different augmented datasets, WordSet and SentSet can be created by HDA. The results reveal that HDA can produce massive and high-quality data for training. What's more, HybridSet, the combination of WordSet and SentSet, can further improve the models' performance when a large number of new samples used for training.
For future work, although we utilize WordAtt and SentAtt to augment texts hierarchically, these two methods work independently so far. Thus we plan to jointly utilize SentAtt and WordAtt to augment texts at both levels simultaneously. For instance, we can first use SentAtt to extract the most important sentences, and then use WordAtt to further augment these sentences. Moreover, considering that HDA is evaluated only on text classification task in this paper, we also plan to apply HDA to other NLP tasks like machine translation and question answering. 
